A subgroup A of the ^-primary group G is nice if p a (G/A) = {p a G, A }/A for all ordinals a. We consider the following countability condition: there exists a collection G of nice subgroups of G such that (0) oee.
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Communicated by Dana Scott, October 4, 1968 A subgroup A of the ^-primary group G is nice if p a (G/A) = {p a G, A }/A for all ordinals a. We consider the following countability condition: there exists a collection G of nice subgroups of G such that (0) oee.
(1) 6 is closed with respect to group-theoretic union in G. (2) PROOF. There is, of course, no loss of generality in assuming that the index sets i* and M both contain an element denoted by 0 and that the relation R 0 is: #o = 0. By adding repeatedly, if necessary, new generators yt subject to defining relations of the form pXi = y iy we may assume that for each i^O in I that there exists a relation R m of the form pXi = Xj. Since each element of G has order equal to a power of p, we may in fact assume that given any generator XIT^XQ having order p n in G that there exists a finite chain xi, x 2 , Xz, • • •, x n +i = x 0 of generators such that pXi = Xi+i is one of the given relations. Furthermore, by deleting certain redundancies in both generators and relations we may assume, in the end, that each relation R my m^O, is precisely of the form pXi = Xj where ij^j. For a quick verification of this, note that if In connection with our result, the reader's attention is called to [2] ; the connection should be obvious.
